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Abstract— Nowadays, digitalization is used in every area. In 

this digitalization one of the processes is QR (Quick 

Response) code. QR code is widely used in daily life. In QR 

code has high quality feature such as stored high capacity 

information in small coded from and embed the secret 

information .The QR code is used in hide robust message, 

invisible watermarking, encryption the secret information . 

QR code is a machine clear encoded frame utilized for 

information storage as a part of a constrained sum of space in 

a picture. Sending of QR code pictures from one host to 

another may bring about malignant assaults and information 

may lose in the procedure of correspondence. The purpose of 

this paper is review and analysis on the major technique of 

QR code. This response code using angle like feature 

encryption, decryption, cryptography, encode, decode and 

error detection in many application domain. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In some previous year the high technologies are used in 

mostly business area in of them containing the data in small   

bar code image used communally. In the one dimension bar 

code has tradition from of QR code in this bar code data is 

encoded in small image. But in bar code it contain only one 

side of information (Figure 1), also the collection of data 

amount is very less. The overcome of this problem in 1994 

Denso wave corporation was generate the two dimensional 

bar code that is Quick response code (QR Code) , the reason  

behind name of Quick response it that the future speed of 

reading bar code  and response quickly.  The first time used 

this QR code in tracking vehicle manufacture in automobile 

advertisement by Toyota. QR code contains information in 

vertical and horizationtal both side so that is faster than other 

bar code and 2Dsymbolls (Figure 2). QR code holds a 

significantly more prominent volume of data. It can convey 

on different type sort of substances for example: web link, 

number, text, image, audio, video and multimedia data. In 

current year, QR code is getting to be well known in business 

through QR reader and mobile devices. 

The security purpose the QR code is populated , the 

process of embed the secret information in QR code, firstly 

encode the information then change the structure of QR code 

according to code they need to utilize. The process takes time 

risk and it not to get correct QR code directly. The 

information in the QR code as Black Square such as black and 

white high contrast. QR code as a matrix symbolic array 

square module in general square example, counting one kind 

of discoverer design situated at three corners of the QR code 

and it find the information position estimate and slant. QR 

code quickly increased global prevalence and utilization turns 

out high. Far recharging  

 
Fig. 1: Dimension bar Code 

 
Fig. 2: Dimension QR Code 

Appropriation of QR code is expected capacity limit 

and it is generally utilized as a part of Japan on the ground 

that QR codes has the capacity to store Kanji image 

Outline of the paper: The rest of this paper is 

organized as the following. Section II present problem 

identification. Section III describes the methodology. Section 

IV presents the result. The last section summarizes the key 

point and mention future scope. 

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

QR code can store the information in both side horizontal and 

vertical [4].QR code can follow two parts: 

 Matrix code 

 Two dimension code 

The secret message information are first embedded 

in A QR code. The information are store in QR code is depend 

on which version of QR are use, which type of character used 

in message  and also it depend upon on error corrections level 

[5.]When a QR code is created the user chooses the encoding 

that is so be used and sets the type of data that the code will 

store. The chosen data type and encoding has a big impact on 

number and character that can be stored. Let assume if we are 

create the QR code and the code has contain only numeric 

data, then we have to skill to encode QR Code up to 7089 
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characters. and next  If we create a QR Code that contain 

alphanumeric data , then number of character  can be reduce 

up to 4296 as a result of that another type of encoding would 

be used in QR Code(figure3). 

QR CODE DATA CAPACITY 

Numeric Only Max 7089 Characters 

Alphanumeric Max 4296 Characters 

Binary(8 Bit) Max 2953 Characters Bytes 

Kanji/Kana Data Max 1817 Characters 

Fig. 3: QR Code Data Capacity 

Aside from scanner tag frameworks QR code make 

the data more compact and it store the data in the framework. 

QR code can scan the data and decipher the information 

effectively. If some of the data can being lost in the process 

QR code can reestablish the data easily.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. STRUCTURE and Method: 

The basic feature and method are use in QR code is as 

following: 

 Analysis the information 

 Encoding information /character set 

 Represent the data 

 Symbol size 

 Data charter per symbol 

 Error corrections encoding  

 Structure final message  

Analysis the information: User firstly analysis the 

data that means to user understand which data are use and 

which type of information are used to embedded in QR code 

[11]. 

Encoding information /character set: In encoding the 

data the two types of data are used as follows: 

1) Numeric data that is digits from 0 to 9. 

2) Alphanumeric data that is digits from 0 to 9, upper and 

lower case letters are from A to Z, and ten other 

characters are space,$,*,%,-,/,; etc. 

Represent the data:  In this the binary vale one and 

zero represent in form of dark and light module. 

Binary one = Dark module 

Binary zero = Light module 

Symbol size: In QR code version are 40 and there is 

ranging from 1 to 40 .the minimum size 21*21 (version 1) 

and maximum size is 177*177(version 40). 

Data charter per symbol:  for maximum size of 

symbol is version 40 and maximum error correction level is 

L. 

Numeric data : 7,089 character 

Alphanumeric data : 4,296 character 

Byte data: 2953 character 

Kanji data : 1,817 character  

Error corrections encoding: The error correction 

help to get the all data scanned QR code [2]. There are four 

level of recovery the error: 

L(7%) Error correction level 

M(15%) Error correction level 

Q(25%) Error correction level 

H(30%) Error correction level 

Structure final message: Finally the massager are 

arrange and placed in to the QR code Symbol and it is 

compete with final fixed pattern. 

B. Technique Used: 

Reed-Solomon codes are cases of blunder adjusting codes, in 

which excess data is added to information with the goal that 

it can be recouped dependably in spite of mistakes in 

transmission or capacity and recovery[2]. 

The discrete cosine change (DCT) is a procedure for 

changing over a flag into rudimentary recurrence parts. It is 

generally utilized as a part of picture pressure. We build up 

some straightforward capacities to process the DCT and to 

pack pictures[4]. 

Run-length encoding (RLE) is an extremely 

straightforward type of lossless information pressure in which 

keeps running of information (that is, arrangements in which 

similar information esteem happens in numerous successive 

information components) are put away as a solitary 

information esteem and tally, as opposed to as the first run[3]. 

IV. RESULT 

QR code gives essential security from others. It encode 

information to picture arrange which can't comprehend by 

individuals. We have survey a vigorous plan to conceal 

mystery messages into QR code. Our plan is secure against 

bit-changed assault Furthermore, can endure more blunders 

than expected. In any case, the length of mystery messages is 

littler than the one utilizing existing plans in view of bit 

calculation. QR code additionally store more measure of 

information in a constrained measure of space. This likewise 

makes a difference to give information exchange all the more 

effortlessly. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we survey the research area of image processing, 

image hiding, focusing on the category QR Code as well as 

cryptography technique issues. We had introduced QR code 

different technique. Later in the paper we had discussed QR 

code technique, error correction   technique and fuzzy logic. 

We had also review three popular algorithm to have a thought 

about their application and effectiveness. Science this is a 

huge area, and there a lot of work to do, we expect this paper 

could be useful starting point for identifying opportunities for 

future research.  
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